LANTERN ULTRASONIC DIFFUSER
product summary
Complement your décor and set the mood with the
Lantern Ultrasonic Diffuser. A warm, welcoming invitation
for guests, this stunning diffuser is made with exquisite
metal and glass details that transforms any room by
permeating the air with the aroma of your favourite
essential oils. With longer run times of up to 10 hours and
11 light features, including an alluring candle-flicker mode,
the Lantern Diffuser is the perfect addition to any setting
or gathering. It also functions as a humidifier and atomiser.

Contents
•• Lantern Diffuser
•• AC power adapter
•• Operation manual

experience
Enjoy your favourite oils with the Lantern Diffuser’s top-ofthe-line ultrasonic technology and elegant, classic lantern
design. Easily customise your aromatherapy experience
to fit any mood with 11 different light features and three
different diffuser settings.

CAUTION
For safety and care information, refer to the Lantern
Diffuser Operation Manual.

product background

SUGGESTED USE

The Lantern Diffuser was created with the technological
advancement and stunning design you’ve come to expect
from Young Living. It complements your home or office
decorations without distracting from your aesthetic, runs
longer and offers a range of lighting features. The Lantern
Diffuser is one of the most versatile diffusers Young Living
has offered.

1. Remove both outer and inner cover.

BENEFITS & FEATURES
•• Provides a perfect way to relax, dispel odours and create
an aroma-filled atmosphere of peace and harmony.
•• Offers three run modes for a perfect customisable
experience.
•• Runs for approx. 5 hours continuously on High mode.

2. Add room-temperature water until level reaches water
fill line but does not exceed it. Always unplug the
diffuser when filling or emptying the water reservoir
3. Add 8-10 drops of Young Living essential oil.
4. Replace both lids back onto the unit; align the groove
on the inner cover to the half circle on the side of the
reservoir.
5. Plug the power adapter into a power outlet.
6. Press the power button to turn on the diffuser. One
push for High mode, two pushes for Low mode, and
three pushes for Intermittent mode.

•• Runs for approx. 8 hours continuously on Low mode.

7. Press the light button to cycle through the light modes
and colours.

•• Runs for approximately 10 hours - 1 minute on,
1 minute off - on Intermittent mode.

Refer to the Lantern Diffuser Operation Manual for
detailed instructions.

•• Has 11 different light settings that can be turned off or
on independent of diffuser function.

technical information
139 x 139 x 243 mm

200 ml

10 hours max.

Ultrasonic

772 g

(approx. 30 m2)

•• Includes a romantic candle-like flicker mode.
•• Includes a light cycle mode, so colours transition gently
from one to another every 5 seconds.
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LANTERN ULTRASONIC DIFFUSER
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Q. Do you plan on making or offering any additional
diffuser covers?

Q. What type of material/plastic is used for the Lantern
Diffuser?

A. There will potentially be additional covers in the future.

A. The outer cover is made of cold-rolled steel metal,
tempered glass, and polypropylene (PP) plastic. The inner
parts are made of polypropylene (PP) plastic. All are safe
for use with essential oils.

Q. How much water does the Lantern Diffuser hold?
How long will it run before it needs to be refilled?
A. The Lantern Diffuser holds 200 ml of water, or 4/5 of a
cup. It will run for 5 hours continuously on High mode and
8 hours continuously on Low mode. It will run for 10 hours
- 1 minute on, 1 minute off - on Intermittent mode.

Q. How many LED light colour options are there?
A. The Lantern Diffuser offers 11 individual light settings
with multiple colours, including a candle-like flicker mode.
The lights can run independently from diffusion modes or
be turned off while diffusing.

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS
Stress Away™
Essential Oil
Blend
Item No.
463002

Joy™ Essential
Oil Blend
Item No. 337202

Valor®
Essential Oil
Blend
Item No.
343002

Lavender
Essential Oil
Item No.
357502

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Therapeutic Goods Administration. Young Living products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

